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We believe:

CREDO OF THE AUTHORS

'that the development of the several new. . approaches reading . is a
/.

healthy sign of. Progress. .

that there, are historiCal cycles in'many reading methods and materials
and that both improve with the appearance of the method in each of its
successive cycles.

that reading is but' one strand in the total communication procesS and
that,the teaching of reading can be reinforced when taught in close relation-
ship to the other communication processes, viz: speaking, listening, cameos-
ing, spelling and writing.

that there is not, and never will be, any one Method for teaching all
children to read.

that teachers should become acquainted with many different approaches
to reading and should experimiit in using different ones.

that teachers should use different approachei in terms of the different
needs aturityles of learning of different-children.

that teachers should continuously keep themselves infprinerr in regard
to research conducted, with .the different methods, and should carefully con:
sider the pros and cons resulting from several investigations rather than
accept the results 'of a single study.



Introduction

We are living in an age of explosions. There is a knowledge "ex-
plosion, ,a transportation explosion, a communication explosion,
:psychological explqsion, a medical explosion, and an educational exc
plosion, of which reading is a part.

This reading explosion has been responsible during the short span \
of our present decade for an outcropping of many new apProacliesl.
in popular matazines and educational journals. They are hearing about
them at educational trntings and in TV programs. Through all these
media, opinions on eacl, of the new approaches are expressed both by
'proponents and opponents,

Some teachers are trying out one of the innovations in 'their own
classrooms. Others'are wondering if they should ekperiment with One
or More of these approaches. All are asking questions and seeking
information. It is in response to this situation that the following dis-
cussion on Some Apprbaehes to Reading was prepared.



The Language Experience Approach
1116 ONE CAN DENY the , soundness of the theOry back of the Language

77-7EkOerience ApprOach, -,:ininunication strands of listen ing, 'speaking; writing
and reading are irrevck=t:Oly bound together. In the Language Experience
APproach reading is taught as it is interwoven throughout the fabric of the .

over-all communication complex.

Background and Evolution

This method and several other of the innovations describedin this pamphlet
have had their roots in thq past. There are such things as cycles'in reading. A .

new method is born, attracts attention, flourishes for a- tirne, ihen. fades. away.
Nothing more is heard of it perhaps for deCades, possibly even for eentnries.
Then suddenly it Comes back again improved In method and format This time
it stays for a longer.period andis used in teaching larger numbers of Children.
Thtis cyeles in reading method toevolve, revolve and, improve; This' is =-
the way of progress in reading:

The Language Experience, Approach has its roots far 'back in. antiquity. The
human race used this method in its early communications. No doubt primitive
man first learned Ao liaten and to sPeak as. children; first learn to listen and to

--speak:An-our present ciyiliption. Finally, ,k-hen the time came at which early .
man felt compellingly the need for communicating something he had experi
enced to others too distant in space or time for ,speaking to them directly, he
devised characers' to represent unisof'ranguage:and fellow 'Man learned to, read
them. So must Children at present learn' to .Mad language characters in, messages

"written, by people too far away for the children to speak to them orliste to
them.: .
: As early textbooks evolved,. spelling and, writing were, taught as a part of

reading instruction..Eventrially, howeyer, with specialization 'in: our school.
curriculums, a separate period was set aside each days for ,teaching spelling,
penmanship, reading and composition. The learning of:each of these skills was
su7.posed to proceed in its own watertight coMpartment as an entity.

But things are changing and once again we are striving to teach thrilanguage
skills in relationship to one another and, in more natural situations approximat-
ing those which caused the different skill strands to develop together in the first



place. The Language Experience Approach is an excellent example of teaching
reading as a part of die total communication ProcesS. However, ether innova--
tions -described in this Pamphlet and some of The recent series of readers
make much mare use than formerly of Composition, handwriting and spelling in
their.prograras. Perhaps history is repeating itself or at least offering promising
peripective. . , ' '-

Method Used in the Language ,Experience ApprOich
The method used in teachhig by the Language.Experience Approach is stated

concisely in the following Philosophy as phrased by Alleni in the words of a
child :_ .

`What I can think about, I can talk about
What I ctin say, lean write (ot soineone can write for me).
What I can write, I can read. I

I can read what Others-write for me to.read.

'In this approach no distinction is Made .between the comniunicatior strands
of speaking, listening,., Writing and reading: Equal emphasis is placed Upon all
these skills as each feeds into, facilitates mid reinforces the others.

Reicling and writing as well as:speaking-and-listeiii4Tnay,,take place even
during-the'-first:dayilif school: Aew examples will be. given: Ai a child paints,
the teather may ask,, "What- are you -painting?" If the child answers,. "My
house," she may writ the caption: "My house" under his picture. If he has'
seVeral objects in his picture, she may ask what each One is and write the name
that the child gives fOreach object above its picture.

As the children go about their creative work they talk:Tom, who is modeling
with clay,*niay say; "See'the dog I made!" The teacher may then. suggest, "Let's
write what you just. said." She' writes on the chalkboard or. paper, "See the dog I

made." Tom "reads" what she has written. - .
At the beginning the teacher writes What the child7en dictate. Evtatually, and

one by-One-,ff-the-children make CucommitmeiiVthat.is, they-say they .want to
write. The teacher ,then helps each child to write. what he personally wishes to
say or what others Say rin making a group chart or perhaps a booklet of
group-coMposed charts.

In addition to art and construction activities, many other types of experiences
are provided for the purpose of stimulating talk, for talk is,: the stuff out of
which skills'in. listening reading and writing' emerge. The children go on
excurwns, view films, listen to recordings, sing songi,. bring objects from home
for discussion, relate their personal expetiencesAplay games; listen to poems and
stories and' di) numerous other things that proVide opportunities to. develop the

. language skills.

Materials
Prerequisites of the Language Experience - Approach are materials. and

equipment that invite, creative self-eXpressiOn:. paints :;and easels, paper for
) *finger. painting, crayons and paper for `drawing, clay for modeling, paper for

free -hand cut-outs, scrap Material's to fashiOn' in ingenious wayi.

1 Dorris M: Lee and I. V: Allen, "Linguagi Experiences in Reading Develcipment;"
Learning To Read Through Experience. New :York: Meredith Publishing co,, 1963.
Pp. 33-35: _



T4efe are games to play. There are intriguing pictures to stimulate discus-
sion, and there are many easy books wit1V high interest appeal to firstlrade

There may be
.
a pet =a' rabbit, a bird or a mouse that. the children will

observe, care for and talk, about. _

During .early stages in the use Of this Method, no reading readiness
:workbooks or. prePrimers -are Used.. Later, after the children have up.built u a
sufficient reading vocabulary, they may use the books. of any 'of' the current
reading series. Besides, trade books, other textbooks and periodicals are
available in abundance.' Supplemental reading materials `and reading gapies of
"many. kinds may also be used.

It is difficult to conceive of any pre-prepared material that Might be used
with children..during the beginning days in which this method is used, for the
content of their, reading emergeS from their own personal experiences. Allen
and_AllenA however; have published materials under the title Language
Experiences in Reading, which include extensive suggestions to the teacher for
conducting a Language Experience program. For the children, record books are
provided'for two levels. Three pupil_record books for Level -I I-and two for Level

orginiied-into unit topics-with-,which:- tbe authors believe all thildren will
identify. There is much blank space' where Children are to write their Own
compositions in terms of their personal interests. The books are designed to
serve as personal records of the childrens' writing, reading and thinking.

itesiaich
The references under "Research" which follow describe several studies

concerning the effects . of the Language ExperienCe -Approach and include
statistical data obtained by the investigators.'These results are conflitting. Those
wishing to pursue research reports on this method. may Wish to:read some- of
these references.

V. Allen, and CI_agce Allen. Language Experiences in Reading, Chicago:'
Encyclopaedia Britannica Press 1966;

A.
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The Initial. Teaching
THE hirrtat. TEACffING ALPHABET is being used .in many schools and is the
subject of Wide ditcussion.

This alphabet was devised in England by Sir -James Pitman. The purposes
whk-h- Pitman Iliad in mind in preparing a revived alphabet in the English

1. TO-provide a system of simplified snelling.. :
2: To improve the reading ability of hildren with the use of this system

Pitmatihas warned that the alphabet is a medium, not a-method. He also has .:
stated emphatically that it isintended fo,use in initial stages of reading and not
for continued use through the grades. He originally Craig& the alphabet the
"Augmented Roman Alphabet" but la r renamed lie the Initial Teachinglay

The initial letters of the. Wo in this title are respectively i., I. and
--ii,-Hence this ineitiorn.oLteaching is corn only known as "i,t.a."

..
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,
The initial' alphabet contains 44 -symbols instead of the 25 .4-..nWs

...appearing in our conventional alphabetThe symbols consist of twenty-four of
our lower-ease Roman chareters, foirteen additiOnal 'symboli COmbining
famtiiar characters, plus a- few specialized symbols used loexiiffirtilt Sounds-
of the: same letter. For wimple, if you look at fhei characters in tine tipper
leff-hand.Comer of the illustratien on 0. 9, yob will note thitiliErfrahlrfor
a as in face is made up of Conventional a and e inined together, jf.you look at

second row (rem.the bottom, reading. from left righti,yoU note that,a
script a is used ;for the sound n,f.:eas in faiheri a symbol Maile by. joining 'ibe
conventional a ift(iu uieif for the' sound of a as bs ball; and a' conventional

- a and u is used fer, the sound of a as an rap. The use of different
tOripresein different sounds of the-Arne letters cau.ses.tge number of chatacters
in the alphabet to run op to .the total number of 44.

To many this alphabet :1431 Suddenly. burst into Our .:midst to 'the 1960's
appears to Itim- beent noielty,. is a Matter of fact_ alphabets have heien
with: us for five centuries. As Is true of some of -the other soscalled "new"
approaches. :revised rand augmented Romari.. alphabets :have gone through-.
several fiyclis of development .Many.,different persons'ithroighout the, ycan
haie-devised phonetic-alphabets and used them in teach/11g children to read.

Interest-id' individuaia.int England developed end used sock alphabem in
. tetching- *reading in the fifteenth, :siitienth, Seventeenth and eighteenth cm;

?Utica. f' -

Between:1.870:4nd 1920 several. Americans develo* expanded alphabets,'
prepared reading books, iiiiiiiXikiiiifttett-hrhdiriag-readtrig.taught with the.use
of books printed in their respective. alphabets. In 1925 W. H. WinchpubiiIiit4:
monograph based ort more than tweaty years of Work with his)Capanded
alphabet called "Phonoseript."

During the years that followed 1925, interest in using augmented/alphabets as
mediuMs for'teaching reading teceded, and little was heard shan't them in 'the
United -States for-Many years. Howaver, this interest was in the

---7,---Lsixtier-svhnerierfoiti came through concerning Oi-petimentationr in Great Britain
with ,the use of PiLthilit'S InitialleachingAlphabet."-

Taus at that'this idea for rc different medium! to use in, teaching, reading
persisted , through :the yeari. The,Cycles in the-development of i.t.a.,ace situtac
to those of several of the other so-Called innovations.

Materials

Two baiic sets of-readers printed' tn i.t.a. have been One series
deVeloped in: prepared by John' Downing and ,Collaborators, and
punished, in LondOn in the ,early 'sixties, as titled :The Downing Readers. This
series, available to sehbOls the United States,. embraces eight !As hooks, a
review: book,' additional ,books for' vocabtilaryextension, and the.usual supple
mental triaterialiZ . : '

A series of lit/a readers has also been Published in. the United Statesi:this
serie.s- is widely. used in-in our country. It is titled iia F:arly4a-Reari peograrri
and was prepared by Albert J. Mazerkiewiez and Harold J., Tanyzer. .

,
. The British in discussing the pitman Alphabet follow the letters in t abbre-.., . British ,. .viation by periods< a.t.a. In discussing the American publication, the aurho -4ivitie

the letters withstashes as-i, tia. - .. .

to



ben and she gat.

kok4 /14-;axi 't4t;

.KIE Ross watt ros. cutnu9.
. .

wav tr.o.ga.i nue ball.
.

itertreitocod'Itiorn Boo % 2., Early,..To,,kraki ittia Proclaim, ReviStif,edition;
by resTnissictii of frarialt:TeaeriinVAtotii)bet Poblicartoos, Ncytk-Y61-b.,w s... .

The Eiitlk-To.fiead iIt ia ',for use I co tams
hooka, Wisher .wi'th workbook's, teacher's rrtanual, ioordi aced luliptOtental

. lihrary Sets. and a we.alth ofe Other 5Upplemential readjing materials _well as
teaching materials and aids,. For Phase II. additional Materials are proVided for
"Extending and.Des-eloping SkillS" and similarly for Phase IfT; "Spelling

One firsr.grad'e cries' of readers 'widely used is printed in our tradtional
orthography has been translited The 1.1.4, first.grade materials', of 7`he
New Bole Readets, Cgoricultoiri Fetindatkii: Series (Scott. Fortsiniol
itteitical to their-corrnterparts lathe iraditional orthography series except that
thelra. hooks 'a ~:printed -fully in the typography of the loilial Teaching
Alphabet. ..



renx
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an (Ik '61

h Et, fa.-
cof and (-).r threet

z bec(
Lk4

Conrtr;resition.by a pupil in the Bethlehem Area School Dishier. Bethlehem,
Pennsylvania.

Method

As for, a ,method to be used with 1.t.a. Pitman, as stated above, did nor
recommend any particular rnet-hod. simplified alphabet, however, seems to
invite writing. Most teachers who use urge their.pupils to go ahead and
write whither or not they know how to spell. Hence prhctically all reports
concerning the use of Ito. eniphailze highly 'favorable; results in written
composition whiett,'-of course, Involves the language strands of composition,
handwriting, and spatting. As one teacher Puts it in hererepert: "Theft creative
writing is-unbelievable: They're writing about their own experiences; With no
limits on vocabulary; their writing is more mature and expressive."- Above is a
sample of a composition. written by a firstgrade child who was being tat'ght
with LLa.

The Early to Read Old Siries 'recommends .a methodology to accompany
the use of their books; which the authors call "The Language Ans Approach?'
Children.participate from the beginning in activities involving reading.- hand?-

'writing, creative writing, spelling and thinking. Sound symbols are introduced
gradually aryl are reinforced in the workbooks.,



..Research in regard to the effectiveness of the Pitman Alphabet in teaching
reading is inconclusive. A large body of data in regard to the use of this
alphabet has accumulated during the last few years, and most of the studies.
have shoWn i.t.a. to be superior. However; some of .the investigations are now_
being questioned'in regard to their 'designs and controls.

Some selected references to reports of research Conducted concerning the
.effectiveneis of are given in the list of "References" that follow. Perhaps
the reader will wish to read some of these reports tor himself.
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Linguistic Approaches to Reading
ALTHOUGH A BACKGROUND DISCUSSION of linguistic theory as applied to -
reading would probablY be helpful at thii point, to assume that an adequate,
discussion of linguistics and reading could be presented in the space' available in
this publication would be a ludicrous presumption. LinguiStics .is .an old and a.
complex science. Perhaps all that, can be accomplished in this. introductory
'section is to point- out that change has taken place in the.icience 'and- of
linguistics and to:provide definitions of some specialized terms that teacher's of
reading may meet. References at the end of this section are suggested to readers
unfamiliar with linguistics; other references will be encountered continuously in .

educational' journals.

Stalin and Specialized Vocabulary

At present linguistics seems to be viewed with respect but with lack of
Understanding on the part of many teachers. Linguists, however, are busy trans-
lating their 'theories into practical classroom methods and materials for Engish
teachers , and thii includes teachers of reading. .,-.

'Linguistics has its own vocabulary. For the teacher not familiar with this
science, here are definitions of .a feW terms most commonly found in articles.
about linguisti6 and reading.

To define such terms, perhapwe should first ask, "What is linguistics?"
Linguistics. Shane' defines linguistics by saying that it is:

1. A scholarly discipline concerned with the nature of htirnan language--
with what speakers do with and .know :about their language-4s well as
with different,grammar systemii dialects and the like, AND . . .

1 Harold G. Shane. Linguistics and the Clairmont Teacher., Washington, D. C.:
Association for Supervision and Curriculum Development, 1967. p. 3.

,



2. 'A behavioral science with implicationsjor classroom strategy in trying to
induce behavior change through the use of language, AND ...

3. A social science 'as it establishes linkages between language and culture
and language..

Linguist. A linguist was once considered to be a. person who -could speak
many-languages. In terms of modern linguistic theory a linguist is a scholarly
person who specializes in language in all of its aspects.

Phonics and Phonemics. Fries2 has defined phonics, and phonemics ina way
that distinguishes between the meanings of these two terms.

Phonics has been and continues to be a way of teaching beginning reading: It
consists primarily inattempting to-match the individual letters by which a word
is spelled with the specific "sounds" which these letters "say." Phonics is used by
some teachers as one of the methods of, helping pupils, who have, acquired a--
"sight-vocabulary" of 'approximately 200 words, -to. solve the problems
presented by "new" words by "sounding" the letters.,

..Phonemics is a set of techniques by which to identify and to describe,
especially in terms, of distribution, the bimdles of sound contrasts that 'constitute .

e structural units that mark the , word-patterns. It is the phonemes of the
age that alphabetic writing repreients.

,honeme. A phoneme is a unit of speech sound. Most linguists agree that
there are 43 phonemes or speech sounds in the English language.

Grapheme. A grapheme. is a letter or group of letters that represent a
phoneme.. .

\Phonemic- graphemic correspondence. This is a phrase frequently by
linguists when discussing reading. It means the agreement of a speech sound
with the letter or cluster of letters that represent it 'in written or printed
langu e.

Syntax: The way in whin. words are put together to form phrases, clauses
_ and sentences.

Morphology. Study of the forms of language; that is, a study of the ,
meaningful units that we call words.

Reading Method and Materials ..
There' is 'diversity of opinion among linguists in regard to reading method.

AlthoUgh linguists. disagree, characteristic procedures "Shine through" instruc-
tions to teachers that come with most published linguistic readers._ Not all
authors advocate all procedures mentioned below, but these procedures are fair

. representations of linguistic thinking: .

The alphabet is learned first of all, not because children are to.learn the
. sounds of the letters but because these are the letter units' that contose. the

sequence and order within the unit of a phonethe as the Child sees it.

The phoneme-grapheme relationshi?s are presented in sequences of words
of regular spelling as cat, rat, hat, etc. Minimum contrasts are sometimes
.presented. as (mat---Lfat, matman, mat met, etc.). Words of irregular spelling
such as the on are used sparingly and taught as sight words when needed in
reading sentences. . s

2Charles C. Fries, Linguistics and Reading, New York:' Holt, Rinehart and Win--
ston, Inc. I963.p. 156. . . _



Special activities, to develop meanings Usually are not used because the
. .

words in the reading book are supposed to be. words already in 'the_ child's
vocabulary; he therefore knows the meanings. Reaaing is simply a matter of
turning printed symbols back into the child's orallanguage. .- . .- .

In the teachers' guides of most series of linguistic readers,-teachers are
. advised to have children do considerable writing in connection with the word

patterns they read. j , , .

Chalkboard work in syntax is often recommended, such as.having children .

read sentences in which-the order of words is changed, as; The dish is here, Is
the dish here? Here is the disla .-- .

Some authors give attention to pitch and stress. Pitch has to do with
: intonation--the level. and intensity of. a given speech sound: StreSs has to 'do .

with different degrees of accent on certain words.
t

Materials

The first reading book for' hildren based on linguistics was ..et's Read," by
BloOmfield and Bamhairtil containing 245 lessons. Children first learn the

. alphabet, then have practice in learning lists of 'words with similar patterns,
folloWed in each case with sentences containing these Words. The.emphasis is on
symbol-souqd correspondences. All reading is done orally, and at this stage of
development the authors believe that the emphasis. should be on recognition of
words; with little or no attention to meanings.

The first series of readers published to express linguistic theory was the
Merrill Linguistic Readers, in which the basic program Consists iaf six readers
together with workbooks and supplernental materials.

The content of two sample pages in My First Reader of thiseseries:follows.
The first page shoWs some sentences in whichthis word pattern is to be read in
context.

71.

A-Fat Cai

cat Nat is a cat
fat Is Nat Fat?

0
,Nat is fat.
Nat iS a fat. cat._

Nat ' .

(P. 1)
I

(p. 2) ''- ';.; .

7

Lists of word patterns appear on separate ' pages throughout but less
frequently in the later books. In each \ case the list is followed with sentences in
which pupils have an opportunity to read the pattern words in context'. In My
Second Reader :the sentence selections begin to accumulate into plots Which in
successive readers expand in length and complexity. The stories' are mostly
realistic but there are a few fanciful tales and some; poems: .

Beginning reading instruction in this program starts with language activities
plus learning the letters of the alphabet in capitalized, thin lower-case forms.
Children then proceed to learn certain word patterns, which in turn are placed
in carefully organized sentence sequences.

3 Leonard Bloomfield, and Clarence L. Barnhard. Let's
\

ead. Detroit: Wayne ,.
. State University Press,'1961. p. 5.



Other basic linguistic series are-described below. hriefly:
SRA Basic Reading Series (Seience Re Search Associates; Inc., '1964, '1965).

This series Consists of six books..arranged according to Each level
Constitutes a sequence of sound-spelling 'patterns. Through an inductiVe discOv
cry' method, the child meets the sound-spelling patterns of related groups of
Words and: is led to formulate his own.generalizatiobs. .

The Linguistic Readers (Harper :and Row, Inc.,i1965). The series consists of
pupil's readers, workbooks,. and teachers' rnanuals.. Vowel. letters representing
speech units are introduced' in a patterned and 'Consistent way. Considerable

:attentionis given to separate Consdnants and to activities 'in which consonants

. are manipulated.by substituting one of them with-vowel-consonant conibina-.
tions. Unpatternedspeechunits are carefully controlled. preprimer and primer
stories deal chiefly with fanciful stories about animhls.

-.
.

Miami Linguistic Readers (D. C.. Heath & Company; 1964-65). DeVeloped
chiefly : for bilingual. Children, this - material haS been strongly influenced by

.
structural linguistics At the same time; there is an attempt to maintain the
practice. of conventional reading programs in thh use of content reflecting-

.... children's traditional literature.. Grammatical formi and arrangements, as well :
as spelling patterns and vocabulary, ,are 'controlled. There are fwenty-One

-.pupils' books with accompanying . Seat, work booklets and . teachers! manuals.
Reading Experience and .Development ,Series' (American Book .Company,

1968). Thisseries is a linguiStically oriented set ofl readers recently published.

. It, is broader in' design for teaching skills than preiious linguistic readers. The-
series consists of pupils' texts; skill boOks, and- tests (diagnostic, checkup and
achievement) and. is supplemented. by separate kits designed .to improve com-
prehenSion.and:word recognition. According to this method, children are in-
tridauced to groups of patterned words with regular' spelling. Word recognition

in this Method may be said to be lingUiStic,-but these patterns of words are
used as_ahasislOr:phcineric_generalliations._LinguistieinfluencesOther_than_word_
patterns, are: emphasis on oral language, attention to apprecjatiOn of language
(tone, stress, juncture); word order; punctuation; knowledge of various mean
ings of a word or Of different.uses of a word in twOtlifferent cultures.

The Palo Alto Reading Program (Harcourt, Brabe and World, Inc.;-1968).
This series contains twenty pupils' books, twenty wOrkpacls six teachers': Odes
and an abundance of supplemental Materials. relies heavily upon linguistics.
WitiOnajor -6M-Phasii'upon sound-symbol relationships. Its Method. makes use

- of. all..Strands of the language art., I

. .

.
Research ..1

.

Several.studies have been made to ascertain the-I effectiveness of the use of
linguistic materials as compared with. other. .methods..The results are inconclU
sive. Accounts of such studies-are listed under '"Research" in the References

that folloW. :
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,Progratctd Insfruction with Reading
1Viaterials.

YROORAMED. INSTRUCTION is a fairly new term to enter our: educational
vocabulary and has only recently been used to designate a method of teaching
reading in the classroom The term as applied to reading is often heard from
educational platforms and is frequently encountered in books and periodicals. it
would seem that programed instruction definitely has joined;the group,of new
approacherto-reading.

,' Evolution and .lti d Piile
Like many other "new" methods, the use of programed instruction has:

antecedentS in ancient history. While the term came into use as an educational
method in itself in recent times, many characteristics of this method thronghout
the ages have been apparent in attempts to improve instruction. The concept of
minute analysis of teaching and learning tasks is evident in the detailed lessons
used in Greece at the time of Cicero. The catechetical form used in religious
instruction in the middle ages marshalled behaviors. The catechisin in the New
England Primer was ,"programed."

The term "programed instruction " however, is rather, recent, the first use
being attributed to B. P.. Skinner, who used .the term in his work with teaching
machines to indicate a cover-all method exemplifying the principles on the next
page. With the emergence of computers. and other technological ,devisei that
have possibilities for using programed materials for instructional pUrposes,"pro-
gramed instruction" has become a common term, particularly as associated with
the technologiCal devices for teaching.

Eventually, some pregramers began -to ask, "Why can't we prepare pio-
gramed niaterials_that can be ,used in the claisroorn as textbooks?" ThUs was
born the, concept TOf implementing_ programed instruction: in reading with
"software.", Discusiion here will be confined the teaching of reading with
the use of "software" or 'in other WOrdsr with textbook materials.



Although the vocabulary of programed instruction is not highly technical, it
does contain a few words withspecialized 'meaning:

Program When used as a verb, "to program" means to break subject matter
or skills into small, sequentially organized units.

Programer. One who prepares programed material, -'
Frame. A unit of subject matter. Frames vary in sizes; usually a frame is a

short sentence, a short paragraph or a passage of short paragraphs. .

Some of the most important principles of programed instruction reflecting
results of st ies of learning conducted by psychologists are:'

1. Active response. The pupil himself must make continuous responses
involving exp 'cit practice.

2. Immediate confirmation.'Each.response ninst be checked immediately by
the student to see whether the response was right or wrong.

3. Small steps. The material to be learned must be broken down into small
steps and carefully sequenced:

4. Rein/orcement. Each step must be' given repeated practice in order to
establish the initial learning.

5. Sell-pacing. Each pupil is supposed to proceed on an individual basis at .

his own rate.

Materials and Method

Programed materials for use as textbooks at the priMary- level are extremely
limited. Only two will be described, with -materials and their yespective method:,
discussed under one heading:

Programed Reading. Prepared by Cynthia pee Buchanan and Sullivan
------ASTfaeldteCihefitSt-tegblare-ditiotirblihirserietppeared-sbetvveert-I963-and-=----

1965. (i ) Additional books have been added continuously.
Series I. After two periods of preparator3i work children start on a I28-page

book titled The Programed Primer. A Programed Prereader is provided' for
those not ready to go ahead with the next regular text, Book One After
finishing Book One,the child goes on to read story books in Series Ir.

Series .2 consists of seven programed worl:books and two story books. Test
booklets are also provided.

Series 3- embraces several bOoks; inclUding a wide Variety of material such as
poems, plays, short stories, and selections about gods and herbes of Greek
mythology. This series also includes the' first programed novel, The Rounda-
bout's Secret.

Examination of the illustration Will show that four different responses are
called for In two frames the child is suppoSed to complete a word by adding a
missing, letter. In one frame he responds by choosing one of two phrases. In
another frame he makes a "yes" ,or "no".response. (The ant in the picture is
red.) In the last frame he marks a picture to represent a phrase. (In oneof the
pictures the mat is brown.)

an
Al ,

The answers are given in the pel on the left si, eof the page. The' child is
provided with a "slider" with which he covers the answers. When he has written
his response. he reveals, the answer. by pulling the slider down to the black line
at the bottom of the section containing the answ.r. Thus he finds out imMedi-
,ately 'whether he was 'right or wrong.



To elaborate more fully on the method: Childien,.before working with the
ryprimer, are guided through two "preparatory stageS. In the &it stage they learn

to recognize and write the alphabet. Alphabet car& and an alphabet strip are
provided for the teacher's use'' .\

In, the second stiige, in which :the work is entirely oral, children learn the
iouncle:of. A M, /4,T and T., After a child finishes the primer, period.whe.n hi is
under the teacher's direction, he is given a test:. If! he makes a score of 80' or
more he proceeds to work, with Book I. If his score is beloW 80 he Works with
the teacher on Piogramid -Prereadet. Although most ehildren.work Independ.,

-ently after starting Book 1, those who do' not continue to work :. with the
i.achei for a time. As soon as independence is achieved reach child proceeds at
his own rate. ' -

The method is linguiatically oriented in that war& are arranged: in patterns of
wards of eirnitar. spelling. However, children are also taught 'the -Sounds of
separate letters,-in: other Words, phonies.

Spelling and handwriting are- used from the beginning. The child is often
requir7d !to, supply a missing-letter in a word and sometimes a whole:Word. The..
authors say that the vocabulary of the second series is large enough So:
children Can helli to write shor.t -stories, descriptive passages and poems.

Michigan. Succeisia Discrimination Reading Program.- Here, the reading
progrin' by. Donald B. P. Smith Wand collaborators) is, part :of a general
language arts pingrain including, discrimination' in writing, listening and lan7
gunge as Well as in reading.

The purpose of tlds program, according to the authors, is to teach-. reading,":
writing and listening all -English-speakingehildren,or adults.

There are four boOki teaching visual and auditory cemponents: Books 1 and
2 for teaching the visual Component, and ,.Booketl and II for- the' au4itory
component. . Books: 3- to kcimplete the basal progritin,CoVeridg a vocabulary. of,:
349. words.andprevidingra Complete Course an phonemic analysis., Books 9, .1f1

Teachers' manuals are provided. Simple line drawings are' used; all vOluMes are
bound in soft covers. . , .

t .which appears on the :upper half of -page:84 a is
o*., In working with this page the thildivgiven practice id: finding

the sentence "He took those pennies.",Preceding this page lie bad practice in :

:

finding this same sentence Wiithii another group of sintencei, and in finding the'.
word Those in lists, of word;. Fellowing this page, he completes sentences
writing (flare in appropriate places.

Hetook those pennies

k those peonies. He took those Pennies, . He takes those

2. :He tickle pinches: He'took;,those ,ennies.,He took the open
pan

3. Re took all those pennies. He took those pennies,
rr

I-Donald. E. Smith; Michigan .Saccessive Discrimination Prograni,, Min Arbor,
University, of Michigan Press.

023,. 24.



Resertre

Research is scant, lideed, in regard to- the. eiteetivenesi. of prograried
instruction materials used' without-- automation in: the elassvooni teaching of
primary children.- gray one scientifically _controlled ,investigation has becu
reported m educational literature at the time of this writing:: This. study ,syrt!
conducted by Ruddellfl 1) who used the Sullivan Programed Reading Sepia in
six claismoms and the She/don basic readers in six elasilzoonts. In two.
groups of classrooms .he f:sed supplementary linguistic material. The results ob.
taints' from comparing the programed instruction groups s'iith the basal reader
groups can_ be SUMIted up by stating that the difference was not significant..
BothgroupS did aboln as well as you would expect children to do at the end of

thc school Kean
A few studiei hiVe been reported as having been conducted not With Voupf.

of classroom 'children but with iirdiVidual pupils'or with older-age remedial *.
groups tSing. programed material.. A sampling of these studies will be Men.

'
EilSdn(8) miens a high degree of sucet%.;:in an experiment in which` 120

first.graders in inrieeity schools. werentOred.:individually with awrogramed .
instruction inethed. end their riadirt. ability compared with that of matched-
controls:"..pie reading achievement of*the tutored group Itt7IS significantly hightr
than the-it:Oral group.:Ellstin has also this mpthod successfally in tutoring
remedial fikiding cases and trierttally retarded ehileiren.: In all iristanoes the
"method was smettas a ittppletnint_to regular classroom bashing.

One `attempt at itiing.ii,rpgramed instruction with rernediN,eases was reported
Godkin(9), Who wtt-41thers conducted in New YOrk.Ctikschools a two:year

Project-in which they used programed material, devised to grade thereading
skills of..seventh. and eighth-grade. students. Their wotik- writi programed
instruction foiled to modify the critical behavior of the student:ILIfin reading;

"7.- which.svas-thalignal ,

The above samples are representative of the limited. teseamic,ithiehIS -

available on providing ;provarned reading instruction' ' without antomation.
There is urgent need for more carefully controlled studies of this type with
primary:childr.

Milton
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Words in Color .

IN YEARS PAST TEACia,115 Often have used colored elf ant to direct attention to a -

letter or group of letters within a word. Spache states that.- the idea. of using
color to identify the Common sounds Was introduced by Nellie Dale in

Calebr-Gattegno, author of the method described below,: developed and Used
this approach Mt in teaching reading in Aotharie, the offiektIlanguage in
Ethiopia: then in teaching reading to Spanish-speling adults' in Argentina; and
finally in teaching reading in Ilindito illiterates in. India.

Development and Ppinelpka

The method at present' h being used most prevalently in this country with,
children it the beginning reading stage, The author,. however, recommends it
for use with older children:vb.° are having difficulty with reading and as a
method helpful in teaching adult illiterates..

Dr, Gattegno's principles are as follows:
C. Start with What we have (speech) and first And the means of translating

it through a code into Seta of signs.
2. Be govenied by the integrative schema thaemakes. sense uf the activity

for the .learner himself and develops like all biological activitiesfor mastery
and Minx:dime use and then thrOugh independence to automation (becoming
"second nature.")

3. Place full responsibility on the learner.
4. Lei the child learn by the discovery method.

Minh&
The materials provided for use with this approach consist-of several items.

For the teacher there is Background and Principles, Words. in .Color; and
reockers'-.Gulde, Wads in Color; .itor 1114, in class work there are 21 Wall

.Charts kin color); 8 Phonic Code Charts (in color), Set of Word Cards. (c;47_
1200 .words printed in Hack on colored cards. For each pupil there are the
following Ma'ittildS ptinted in black only Word Building Book, Book 1, Book
2, Book 3, Book of Stories, Set of Work Sheets 144. . 7.

This is a strong phonic approach Which uses a color device to teach recOpil
turn of the letter sounds in the Engliih language.: For example:- a has ten-
sor/Ids: e4ch one of thew o shapes.has a different color.'



Two exaniples of the content of thel Wall Charts arc given below. The first
chart contains vowel sounds only as: .

a a tia aaa tr u uu uuu au uktiau aua tiia uiu iau ee e ee eee
_aei.cua eaiu _o o 00 000 .aaeeoo icoii .oaa aoie oou

All of the remaining charts-contain words made up of a combination of
vi:wels and consonants.

T)te. Phonic Code charts contain columns of differentspellings-oi vowels. orv.consonants which have the same sound, each sound. being represented in its own
color. In the examples below words 'arc placed aboVe the .colunins to indicate
the color which.is used to represent each sound:

Here isre two examples of the.twenty.columns of vowels:

YELLOW TAN

u (up) o (no)
o (done) .oe (i.i c)
ex t does ).. ow (know)
ou .(young) oa (road)

w00 (bloo'd)t, ew (se',"
11,-.

ou (soul)

-,.; )
calf ( beau)
.ough (ttough)\ .\-

liszlow are tv\a, samples of the twenty -seven colurrins
of consonants:

LAVENDER GRAY

n (no,'-funY fu (fun)
. .

ne (phone) ph (phone)
k

pn
(know). 11 (half)
(pneumonia) t gh (laugh)

z
gn (gnat),

Method

Hinds .(5) 'suggesti five major ,procedures to teachers for using, Words in
Color:

"1, They give students the responsibility for evaluating their. oivn and. peer,
performances without relying on teacher criticism.

2. They work with the, erring student. through ..inductive questioning:. they
lead him to..See relationships rather than call on another student for a correct
response. Emphasis ii on discovery principles: which itretiprocesses'leading to
response and on many correct -answer, rather than one correct answer.

. 3.. They 'use at activity approach which itimulatcS manipulation and
-internalization of conscious processes of controlling the formation Of new words
throughaddition, subsiitution, insertion, and reversals.

.

. :4. :They .place emphasis on dialects and many different ways of pronouncing
words rather than on rigid.tmconiproinisingstandards

. .
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-5. Thep concentrate on the code of the language and its relationship tizi
sounds the speakers make. Observation further showed that inexperienced
experimental teachers could utilize the power of the Words in Color methods
and materials to develop an awareness of processes for problem solving."

While the purpose and principles of the method in the teacher's role as stated
by its advocates ibdicate emphasis on pupil discovery,--motivation and ,self-
activity, these highly desirable characteristics are not evident in beginning pro-
cedures for teaching with this method. Possibly they may be realized when
pupils have reached the stage of automation.

The proponents, of the method .claim that it offers a total language arts
program. They say that writing; spelling, beginning study of grammatical
structure and composition enter into the use of this method to a greater extent
than is usually true of other primary methods: They also claim that with insight
a teacher using this method can acquaint her pupils with an over-all -organiza
tion and understanding of the English language..

h and Evaluations

Inf rmation concerning the effectivenes of Words in Color in teaching
readinig to children consists of reports of teachers using the method or who have
observed it in use. There are sonic studies reporting the use of the method with
adult illiterates, but at the time of writing this manuscript the writer is unaware
of any published research in regard to a scientifically controlled investigation
as to the effectiveness of teaching children by this method. Refeiences to
literature in which evaluations are made through experience and observation
are listed below. -
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Special .Reading Series.
For Disadvantaged: Urban Children

MULTIRACIAL READING SERIES for the disadYantaged in cities is a Welcome
innovation. For too many years primary readers have presented as the
prototype a CauCasian brother, and sister 'living in suburbia, in a ranch-style
house with geranium-blooming Window.boxes; Father Who wears a white collar
comes home from work driving a late-model car. Thesc: depictions are totally.
foreign to thousands of, disadVantaged children living in cities.

With emphasis on integration, with governmental, social and educalional
concerns for the disadvantaged, and with urgent clamor, to meet the problems
of big cities, the 'inevitable breakthrough in reading programs reflecting these
concerns has come. Many teachers greet it with gratitude: and appreciation.

Obiervation; study and research have -revealed the characteristics of dia-
advantaged children. Their background of experience is seriously limited:, few
have toys, pictures, books and magazines. Many have never been as much as
twenty blocks from home, have never. seen a rnbvie; have -,never eaten in a
restaurant. They lack verbal skills, their vocabulary is limited, their speech is
inferior. They do not .possess acceptable social skills and are confused and
sometimes looked upon with disfavor by other children who do possess such
skill's. Many have physicaL defects and emotional problems. .They have- low
concepts of themselves and enter first _grade anticipating that they will not be
able to do the things that theywill be asked to do.

Repeated investigations have shown that reading development is tied up with
other facets -of child growthphySical, mental, emotional,- social, verbal and
experiential. It appears, therefore, that the most effective way to . help the
disadvanteged child to be successful in 'reading is to. get him as soon as possible
into a rich, active, experiential and verbal environment.

Head Start, .Follow Through and 'modern kindergarten, programs are aimed
'at meeting these needs. Some first grade teachers also are highly cognizant of
theie needs and are continuing many of the preschool activities in their first
grades. Other teachers are placing too much emphasis on'a formalized method
of teaching reading as the sole solution to the reading problems of the
disadVantaged. The needs of the 'disadvantaged are much broader and deeper
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.than learning to read in itself. Reading success will ensue most wholesomely

and productively when the Whole child is developed and not before.
Many successful informal reading programs for the disadvantaged make no.

use of published materials. For accounts of such programs see the references
that follow: Black, Millard H. (1), and Stanchfield, Jo M2 (7)'..

Some .authors, however, have developed commendable . series . of readers
specially designed for the disadvantaged in cities. Materials and methods
involved in some of these series will be mentioned beloW.. Three recent series
prepared for use with the multi-racialurban disadvantaged will be discussed.

Materials and Methods
.

- -firy Schools Reading Program. This series of readers, developed in Detroit
by .a committee with Gertrude Whipple as chairman, has as its major objective
the preparation of material that would enable diSadvantaged city children to
identify themselves with .the content and pictures. More familar content, it was
thought, would help them to learnto read more easily and rapidly.

Materials at this writing 'consist of five prepriniers, two primers, a first
reader, a second reader, and a third reader is now published. Teachers' manuals,
activities- books and other teaching aids are provided. .

A language study of, disadvantaged children preceding the writing of the
.. books revealed that such children used a smaller proportion of coMpound and

complex sentences than did representative children, used a larger proportion of
incomplete sentences, committed more grammatic errors and failed to' use
about one-fourth the words appearing in current firs -grade basic readers. With
this information at hand, the authors attempted to use models of English
expression in their readers that help to overcome these inadequacies.

Selections, carefully controlled in vocabulary and sentence patterns; include
interesting incidents related to the livesof children which could happen in the

- home or back yard of a child regardless of race'or socioeconomic background.
Every inCident has -a climax usually involving a surprise or humoroui ending.
reprimer, books are bound in soft covers; the later books have hard covers..
The illustrations show children of different races. playing together. In the first
three preprimers, pictures of a Negrd family and of a boy representing a
Caucasian. 61114 are introduced. In the successive readers, people of various
races and nationalities are represented,

Results of research conducted in Detroit in regard to the effectiveness of this
. reading program indicate high-interist value of the books to children and .reveal

. :gains in word recognition, oral reading, and verbal competence. The study
included not only a compailson of test scores but also preferences of. City
School Series with a standard series: One of several conclusions resulting. from
this preference study was the very wholesome one to the effect that when asked
which readers they .prefefred, all grOuPs.favored the readerS of City Schodls
Reading 'Program ` ;and all groups preferred Negro characters, chiefly. because

- these characters appeared in exciting Stories.
The Bank Street Readers. These readers were prepared by professional

writers of children's books, who worked in close collaboration dth reading
Specialists and teachers in the. Bank: Street College, and with ,the advice of
sociologists, psychologists and anthropologists teaching there. The authors state
that this . program was 'prepared to provide- readers that _might reflect the
multicultural, multiracial; multiarChiteetural needs, of a big city.'



The material .(all copyrighted 1965) for the first grade consists of two .

prepiirners, a primer, and a first reader, with two readers each for the second
and third grades. There is a teacherS guide for the readiness period and
preprimers and a teacher's edition for each of the readers. A workbook is
provirledfor the two prepriiners.and one for each of the other readers.

As the content is designed to present. an authentic cross- section of life, in
urban America,. the settings of most selections are in an urban environment.
The characters -involve Mexicans, Orientals, Negroes; and Puerto Ricans, as
well as Caucasians; all of whoin reside in large cities. In short, the selections
reflect the homogeneity of city people and carry with them broad social,
cultural and racial. implications. The stories are of. excellent literary quality, and
while most of them are realistic, some poems; fairy tales, ifolk tales, and
selectioni from classical literature are included. .

.

The art work is distinctive and colorful. The double -page spreads and many
full-page pictu'res strongly reinforce the content of the books and the intent of
the authors tOdepict typical. city scenes involving characters of different races.

In method the anthofs place strong emphasis upon phonics and structural
analysiswith some, but a lessei, consideration for context clUeS. They make use
of meaningful ,words in the children'S. spoken 'vocabularies and, if 'these words
do not lend thernselves to usual' word recognition. techniques, the teacher is
-advised to tell the children what they.are. Experience charts are used more free-
ly in this program than is tisuallY"the case: First einphasis is placed, on meanings
throughout the series. I

.

The Chandler Language .Experience Readers. Two readiness workbooks,
several booklets' to read, a series of large pictures and teachers' guide books
comprise this series. The . program simulates the Language Experience Ap-
proach described on pages 5-8, except that children read §elections in their
books representing charts that other children have composed about their
common experiences, rather. having their own language transcribed as it

. .evolves.
The series, however, was definitely prepared to meet the needs of disadvan-

taged urban children. The authors believe that the language Of some otherfirst
. grade readers . is "artificial and ,Contrived" and . that disadvantaged children

should read' stories that have developed out of the-joint eXperiences of children
and-leacher and which express the natural language of children: Hence the

. . pages in these readers contain experience--chart. stories 'that!have actually been'.
compOieff by children in differentsituations.

The typography of the boOks looks as if it iniglit-be manuscript but it is really
large and bold .typeface. Illustrations are actual pluitographs Of children of
different races in a city environment engaging, in activities common to a
disadvantaged child. They are:;used to stimulate discussion, broaden concepts,
increase vocabulary and develop awareness of words and their functions.

The method includes the composition and reading of charts composed by:the
children themselves as a supplement to reading_stefieS- in their boas represent
ing chart stories of other children.' In addition to concept deVelopment and
word recognition, considerable attention, is -given to auditory and visual
discrimination.

Miami Linguistic Readers. These -readers were prepared especially for
. bilingual children in a disadvantaged area The Materials Were described under

"Linguistic Reading Series" on pages 15-20:



Research and Eva Inatiain

Most of the many infiirmal accounts of progr used in teaching reading to
the disadvantaged in educational literature indicat that results were successful
when special adjustments were made in the instruction provided for children of
this type. The effectiveness of these methods as indicated by pre-tests and
post-tests has shown good growth in reading. See references no 1 and no. 7.

As for the published materials, only two controlled studies of reading
approaches for disadvantaged urban children haie been reported so far in
educational literature. One is concerned with basal readers. .

The other comparative study_ as conducted.by:14arris and Serwer (11), who
compared four teaching methods as used by disa*antaged Negro children:
basal reader, phOnovisual, language experience, ,imiguage-experience audiovisu-
al: First-grade children, in twelVe schools Were inlvolved in the first year of
study, and these same children were tested : in the second grade in eleven
schools. Among the investigators' (10) conclusionsiat the end of second grade
were these: --

"While there was a consistent difference in favor of the skills-centered
,Approach over the language experience approach, neither the differences
between the two approaches nor any of the differenees among pairs of method's
were statistically significant, as measured by the Metropolitan Upper Primary
battery.

The wide variations in "achievement means within each method, which far
exceeded the differences between Methods, seem to !show that in this study the
teacher was a far more important influence than the particular' one of the four
methods used." ' ' -

Thus we find that the results of this study, like_thbse of several other studies, ;,
point to two conclusions:

1: Disadvantaged children 'do learn to read wiih any of several different

2. The teacher is the most important factor in teaching reading to disadvan-
taged children.-



Discussion
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Technological Approaches to Reading
The Talking Typewriter:

TECtiNpLOGY IN TEACHING beginning reading is now with us. The talking
typeWriter was the first of automated devices to be used for this purpose. In.

.1962 Omar Khayyam -Moore startled laymen and educators .alike when he.'
showed a motionpicture in which three- and four-year old children were using a.
talking typewriter in teaching themselves to read. Discussion that/arose then,
pro and con; is still going on . .

For several)rears the use of the talking typewriter proceeded no further,than
experimentation with a small number of children in the laboratory; but now the
device is under experimentation, in the public schools of several cities.-

Equipment
.

The talking typewriter now under experimentation is produced by The
Responsive Environment Corporation, Hamden, Connectictl," and is an im-

.. proved version of the one used by Moore in his early experimentation.
It. looks like an ordinary typewriter with a large. keyboard,' above which is a

screen for visual'presentation and a Microphone. A recorder' inside the machine
is computer - controlled. Both audio and visual responses are made through ilie
use of slides and tapes: This expensive automated deViee sells for $40,000, but

' . Can be leased by. a scfiool system at $1,000 .month: The software used in the.
typewriter . programed.- It is Said that over 600 programs are available.
TeacherS may alsO write their own programs.

Method. '

In using this device children work in booth& at typewriter keyboards." The
keyboard may be set for free exploration in ease a child is to work at home
with the family machine. For directed teaching, the machine is programed with
coordinated visual and audio instructions to reinforce specific learning behavior,
For example: when the letter A appears on display, and is sounded by the
speaker, the can`depress. the A key ofily..None of the other keys will work
for him. If the speaker asks the child. to Spell cat he can depress only the correct
letters in the correct order. None 'of the.othei letters on: the keyboard will
respond tri.his touch:

After the child.learns to recognize all the letters, the sounds of the.,letters are
taught. Eventually .he types dictated sentences and small composition& After a
time he: types compositions of his own about pictures shoWn on the typewriter's

. .



screenStili later he-makes-up- and-types- his- own- cOmpositiOns-iinaided
pictures.. .

With the exception of handwriting, which is replaced with typing, several of
the important strands of English are given practice in this approach: listening,
reading, spelling and composition.___. . _

Experimentations I

The use, of the talking typeWriter in three different centers will be discussed
briefly. In each of these, yhung children are taught to read with this.
mechanism. .

In Philadelphia experimentation is under way in teaching forty preschool
children. The study is being conducted at the Drexel Institute of. Technology.
One group of. three-year-olds work with the typewriter fifteen ininutes a day,
the other group' work twenty minutes a day. For the rest.of the school day all
the children attend nursery school where they are expoted to .a rich enViron-

. nient and where they engage in a variety of activities. The experimenters in this
situation tgehoth an automated talking typewriter and a nonautomated device
.consisting of a priMer typewriter,-a reCorder arid slides: They have attempted to
compare the effectiveness of the two devices.

In Chicago experimentation with talking typewriters has been conducted
under the direction of Project Breakthrough in CoOk County Department of
Public Aid. The children, ranging in age from three and a half to five. years,
come from homes in which the parents received public assistance.

Different children began work at different times between September 1966
and the midde of August in 1967. Each child worked for a total of about
thirteen hoursdistributed over a period of more than seven months. The rest of
'their school time was spent in nursery, school where they also' had some lessons
based upon-the programed instructional materials that were used in connection:
with the talking typewriter, ,

In New York an extensive government-financed experiment is under way.
Four-, five- and 'six-year ,old children work with twenty talking typewriters,
each child in a booth by himielf iSolated from 'distracting soundS. A human'
monitor, sitting or standing outside the.booth observes the child through a glass
windoW in the front side of the.booth and gives assistance when needed...

In this 'experiment, at the beginning the keys on the typewriter. appear. in
different colors. The child's fingernailS are painted/to Correspond'. with leflers
which are to .be taught. He matches the color of a fingernail with the color ofi,a
letter which he is asked to depress. After working with the typewriters the
children go to a classroom in which their learning is reinforced by a human
teacher.

. .

Experimental Results and Evaluation
Results. Philadelphia reports that several children in the project learned' to

read at, first- and second -grade level. They also state that seven children;.
Unsuccessful ttie nonautomated device, were ,able to succeed when using
the automated talking typewriter

Chicago experEinenters state; that after tWelve hours and fifty-three minutes
the children recognized all upper-case and tower -case letters and many of them
were able to recognize sight words. .

Much of this information about experimentation is based on an article in The
Reading NewsrepOrt. See Reference No. 5:
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New -York's director, .Benjamin Israeli reports that the project shows
promise. Alfor progress n specific skillsTihe New-York-children; after learning --:-
"to recognize the letters and their sounds, can ty tole stories dictated to
them.

EvalUation. There is noodoubt that a talking-typewriter would offer motivation
to a young child. He. would enjoy playing with the gadget. There is no doubt
that the conditioning afforded by repeatedly:trying the keys -Until he finds one
that will respond to his touch will, result in teaming. The ingredients of the
learning act are there Hmotivation; self-activity,- satisfaction. in correct re:

'sponse. One would expect that under these conditionsa 'young child could learn
the letters of the alphabet and their sounds; could learn to spell and type out
stories under dictation.

-We aretold, however,' in connection with the Chicagit and New York studici
that reinforcement of what the children were learning on the-typewriter:was
given outside of ty writer practice by a human teacher. From the standpoint
of acceptable march techniques 'one, might ask what proportion of the
sUccessful results "were dtie to effortsof the human teacher and what proportion..
were due to practice on the typewriter.

In further discussionit might' be said that there is a dichotomy of opinion at
the present time in regard to the formal teaching.of skills and subject matter to
very young Children. .1 .

On the one hand there are educatOrs and laymen pressuring -for more .

intensive and extensive teaching of skills,and subject matter to the very young.
No doubt some members arc this group would consider the talking typewriter a
medium of great promile, especially because it" s used successfully in: teaching
three -'and four-year-olds-to read.

On. the other hand there arc childhood education spiiialists who-deplore
attempts to teach formal skills and Subject.matter to young.children with any
mediuin of instruction: They point to the wealth of studies. which shciw that
readhiz, deVelopment aCcompanies development of the other 'facets of child
growth' -,-physical, mental, emotional; social, verbal and experiential. They clues -'
tion whether learning that comes from an adult seekingo hasten growth of a

`child scholastically beyond the, normal growth of other facets of child develop-
ment will be-wholesome and worthwhile in the long*rim. Their thinking may be
summed 'up in some "such' way as this: "Of course yousan teach young children

to rcad, but should yours
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The Computer

Wrrtt ALL- EXCITEMENT over the computer in industry, tiansPortaticin.
Communication and in technological and profissional files, it is to be expected
that education would be serutinized to ascertain possible improverrient through
coniputerization. Reading, the most important skill in education,' has_ already
undergone experimental teaching with a computer. and, surpritingly, at the
beginning stage. Undoubtedly the-computer wilt match relentlessly on in our
instructional tiers, and will eventually take its place in public schools. We may as
well begin thinking about this possibiliii. The dfscussion that follows gives a
brief explanation of how first-grade children are being taught to read by an
all:automated computer in a projeet conducted hi. 'Stanford I.Jniversity at
Brentwood School, East Flit, Alto,CalifOnnia.

Egtdpment and Staletlal*.

The computer equipment for,reaching reMring is as complicated as it sounds.
There is. of CdUTSC, a central process computer. accompanied by tape - storage
units. disc-storage units, card readeripuneh. line printer; two proctor stations
and sixteen terminal's.

The children's equipment consists of a picture-projector, cathOde ray tube, a
light;projection pen, an audio system that transmits recorded messages, and a
modified typewriter keyboard;-'.- : i

, -The reading material embraCes about 200,1essons, prograrited and
ally based at six levels with, about thirty-five lessons in each level. Adequate
branihing of extra Materials is provided to meet remedial needs of the average
pupil.: In case'of-pupil frisstration or special need a monitor is called:.

A typical. lesson deals with letter discriminagon and identification; initial
vocabulary acquisition; word-decoding tasks, syntactic and intonation practice__
with phrase and senterce material; and information processing tasks,

Haw It Wotis
The sixteen terminals from the One computer serve sixteen children. Each-

child works at the end. of his particular terminal.' While all children work
simultaneously, each one may be working on different material and pingresting
at his own.rate- 7

The child has an opportunity to make,three different kinds of riportses: he
may make a response on the picture screen with a tight- roluntion pen, on the
typewriter. -or he may make an oral ri6ponse.

The recorder gives the child oral instructions and tells him stihether or not his
responses are Correct.. In case the child does not respond the computer taps out
a signal calling the monitor or teacher who gives any personal assistance that ki
needed. ,

-*Much of the inforrnation'in thii article vas obtained from Rauling Research
Quarterly, 11 No. t (Fall 1966): See Reference 1,



R.esearch and Etifteirdoo

Reports of the rapid pros of pupils have been reporteby those Wand
;with the Brentwood study. One study has reported the effectiveness of this
method of teaching reading as. compared with a. basal reader priogrami;inwhich
the computer -group showed- superior results; The question repeatedly :asked
-about the controls in this study is 'Were the superior results doe to tho
`motivation offered by the. Computer or to the material used in the computerr,

-Avis true of many. other of the new approaches, Muth' More. Mitch. mach
more research needs to be ernidupetL,We need many sttidies of each of thencra,
approaches, studies which are, carefully designed; carefully.- cots fled and

.carefully analyted,in terms of many facets- of chiledevelopinent and -many
facets of tradingpowth.
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PALIT

Children's Language and
Their Reading

By RUTH STR(CfaXIMD

win arstoNalsitnv tmt sock:vas-4ns to every park, teacher
ts Put of teaching children to. read. Note dist. this is teaching,' chiedtrn to ma,

tertchin reading to a ilcirert the emphasis is on the and...their
trading, net pa the teaching prexess. Ail too often much of theemphatailithe

-mil and the loot of -ootturferabte controversy lies in our corsonn for what
teachers it teaching and how -.they are widen 4 Juba tkin for what .
child:ea are teaming and how they are le tieing Too often, we see wench*
as the deers andfinget that it'll what thiebild dr:resin the proCess of learning
et. read that makes a the difference; .11V tair11510 goal a oot teachingskildven
'hot*. to read 'making readers of children> .A reader is a pawn who =rho'

trefloil who can reat,Tbe way child foes abosiz.teading as he kants to
wad is of the utmost importance,- .

Lambs,. to read leurting. -rc act. to langirage. in ;be form, of visual..
symbols,. Language is the material with which the ruder' works Her owwt .
language directs. and COnditioes thet,.child's thinking and his, attitudes toward
everything that 'rosins to reading; The-language-she Wit Colors-his attitude
toward himself attkamer and 104%14 the tuks she irapow in teaching bitit to
readolhe tang:1r* of the mattliai the 'child reads strikes.a
him, leaves hirn tirtmoicd, turseshint to rejeCtit The entire reading was
at any level of maturity as WI as the beginner's protess.oflearninglow to
mid is rooms invelidog,langtrage, Since this s the the teacher:needs. to be a

. student of lingnage freer four paints of VieSW,' (1) 9)e needs tirunderstand
language as ai htertata ,won and its +'

n theJito of indivichrale.. (2)
needs lo -knew.' as much Aa_poftible.abertn het* children learn: lar guage.

iefore theY7cor*.i.o74eirrkl,--the methods they use and the conext...,-.et-..4..theyde 'S needs to aim. careful 011011/048 10 VIC laDgliaTis Of Cita eliild
she TimpoOlk for teaching in. order to learn what his language is like' and
what be can do with (4) She needs to comprehend the many ways in which

ctara language and thelanguago of the trading msterfah she usca influence .
thcfreschinglearniogproms.



The Chi 114's Learning of Entcriguagt

ehildrtri put tremendous energy' and concentration-into the learning of
language- Seholars who studiedchildien's 'acquisition of language
oat know how theY do in but there is increasingly clear evidenit of *hai they
din -Evert so, on- theory of learning yet pit:Tined seems to explain the amazing
mastery Of language childien athieve in the years from -two to five, Pitt of the
learrting is imitation, of -course EVen before the. child's first birthday. he
'becomes aware of the'rhythin and now of languagn so that his babbling begins
to sound familiar to his English-speaking parents, Listening to 'a child of this
age, one becomes; aware of the fact-that some :of hiS strings- of babbled sound
have the pattern of statements. questions or exclamations. The child who is
talked to and who heats the talk of adults and siblingsuses the rise and fall of
pitch and the pattems of emphasis andpatisecr-in short, the -melody of the
language even before he has a vocabulary of words. Vi'hen he becomes aware of
the fact that things have names. he may he insistent and demanding with his.
recurterit, "'Yam tat?" As- hc-COMai- to realise that lasigiragit. has poWer to cause
things toappen hedoes an'immcnse amount of oracticing,'talking to his 'toys,
talking to himself. bnfore he falls aSteep,.using talk to accompany action as he
plays. Vygooky. a Russian scholar, maintains that this talking to himself is a.
pars of learning thirik-that it is talk ea the *ay inward (i2y.

Summarizing his analysis of what is known about children's' acquisition of
13:11810M Leollcherg of Harvard has concluded that children. follow a definite
timetable in their teaming of language, beginning at a certain point in their

development- (7): They follow the timetable idiosyncratically, .of
course'some beginning earlier and learning faster, same later and more slowly.
But every. childnunless he is seriously handicapped either mentally, physically,
or by unfavorable environment, follows the some sequence.

It becornei evident sometime 'duringhis second. or third year that the child is
not learning language items individually but that 'he is intuitively sensing the
way the language optrates, that he is becoming .aware 'of rules of procedure,
His .rerrtark,' 'hly book is more better than. his," indicates that he is noting
methods of dealing with comparatives. and shperlativesn His use of "feets,"
"deers," and "mouses" patterned .after' the plural .ending of 'hooka," "bOys-,'
and 'wishes" indicates-his awareness of a scheme of operation-.for plurals, His
verb fpintii, t'ruttned," "god." "brang," and, "buyed" indicate his awareness of
what ono does as he fonts the panterne, "walked," "played," 'wanted," and
'sane The child's soealled errors are antually consistent applications of his
intuitivelY sensed rule iat ilanguageof mnny inconsistencies,

.

Snitliti of children's vocabulary indicate that the average child has.a speaking
nvocabulary of at least 2,500: worths. when he comes to Shit grade and an
Understanding vocabulary that may be ten tinter as great. There are no accurate
measures of the vocabulary of-children in these days of television, travel in
patents' 'CMS and the easy availability of hohks for children. Many ""ent.s. are
aware of the fart that children today t at an early-age -Words that iorcr late
acquisitions in the lives of the paten.. ts,

.

The originality children demonstrate in their creation of new Words is. rind
. that not all of their learning is -ireitation. Such re narks as guess
-misunderheard yet)" and "I am a why -et .ano:you area because-tr..' prove that

.
.



children tr.- languege creatively to meet their needs jsast. as their early ancestors
Must have done, Any teacher can add many examples.

Them is informatioo, too, on children's use of sentence structure. ?denyuk, of
Massachusetts Institute of Technology, found children' of three years using the
basic sentence patterns of English, though with a minimum of vocalaulaty.
Studies by Loban of the University of California at Berkeley and Francis
working with this author et Indiana University foUnd children of six years using
all of The: kinds of sentences employed by adults and doing , so. with great
flexibaliry, -

All of this evidence .gigs substance to an assertion by Romei Chukovsky
alter fOrty.years of studying the language 0. Ruisian children from two to five.

truth, the young child is the, hardest mental toiler . on our. planet." He
considers the child r". this age to be for this short period of time a linguistic
genius.* But; he concludes, there is no .trace left by the age of eight of the
creativity that characterized the young.child. He attributes this to the fact thafh
the child by that time has fully mastered the basic principles Of his native
language. Many teachers might ...wonder whether this dulling of interest can bc
in any way attributed to what the school does about language.

Lasaistege Basis of Peessihng .

Every child conies to school with a language arid, since reading is a la age
skill, any program for the teaching of reading should give careful attents to
the child's language and should utilize the competencies he has ready
developed. His language tells the teacher three thingi about the chit : tht
quality of his language Mirrors the language of his home and the edti lona!
'and cultural background of his parents; the child's vocabulary indicates the
meagerness or richness of his real and vicarious experience; the ease with which
he expreales hisnself indicates the wholesomeness of his attitude toward
himselfself-respecting, confident and outgoing or withdrawn, timid, repressed.
itzarfill or belligerent, defensive and rejecting.. The child's competencies and his
attitudes are the outgrowth of the ease or difficulty he encountered in learning
to communicate through language and the adequacy of- his communication in
meeting hislifi needs both in and out of school. .-

The language a child 1..e.anIS mustef necessity be the language of his borne
and neighborhood. No matter how bright or how dull he is he.can learn only
what is there for him to learn. Some children are fortunate-enough to learn at
home theslanguage Spoken at school and the language which is used in their
textbooks. Other children may learn equally skillfully . a SprishsArrierican-
dialixt. a Pennsylvania Dutch, one of the many .varieties of Negro or Indian
.dialect, the dialect of in Appalachian group or just the "Mt and him ain't got
tide dialect .of an unschooled neighborhood. At no point in American life do
dialect differerites stand out as clearly as they do in the beginning gt4des.
Whatever the language is, it and the experience and competence the child has
acquired as he leasned are the material 1.17,e-- tiachcr must work -with- in
teaching the child to read. Regardless of the homogeneity pr diversity within a
school neighborhood, each child differs from every other child in the back -.
ground be brings to 5C-1)00h-his competence in the use of hislanguage,_ and the
skills be has developed in'his learning of it. .

Because of the importance of language to success in learning to read, the first
'Midi-alive-in any primary r4assroorn is the stimulation, of free talk so that' the
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- teacher 'many know the material with which she must work. Because they
Consider the oral language-sO important, educational ,leaders in England, have;
coined a term,-"oracy," which they compare in value to literary. All teachers',
need to beware of alltrang the obligation to teach reading to cut off free arid
extensive use Of oral language. What the child has achieved with oral language
has developed in him certain comp&tencies that arc important in learning to
read. Every child Who has learned to' talk has learned to give altendon. to
patterns and arrange ents of sound': and to schemea of operation .

words together to carry meaning. He has learned the basic phonology of his
'language and also its basic syntax and he.applieshis knowledge in his own way.
He-h deeply interested in language and recognizes its worth in his daily, living.
All of this is of'value- in teaming to reacl,,

Living with people who talk, the child has learned to talk. and has done it
'without lessons, dnil, or. programed material. Now, learning to read cannot..
exactly parallel learning to talk beci4usereading is not the same as talking-nor is
the language of writing identical Ath the language of speech. Talking is a skill ,
the child appears inherently to/desire-while reading is a skill required by the
culture. If the child had lived/a few centuries ago, or.even today in some pans
of the world, he might not need:to learn to read. But the children a first grade
teacher must teach, to read,.re the same children Who have learned a language
before coming to school and have done it, with truly amazing skill.

Children Who Read F.arly

Every kindergarten
.

and first grade teacher encounters an occasional child
who has learned .to read or made a good beginning with reading before coming
to School: It is possible that the number of such children increasing due to the
influence of television, the availairty of -books for .children in supermarkets,
bus stations, low-price stores. and local libraries, and the wealth of real and
vicarious experiences enjoyed by .some children. Durkih has located 'tome-Of
these children and explored the influences that seem to have brought about the
early reading. (4) .

Durkin and her assistants administered a test of 37 words individually and
orally to 5,103 first grade children in the.Oakland, California; schoOls..The test
brought to light 49. children, 20 boys and 29 :girls, one percent, of: the
population, who passed the' word- test. All of these children later scored on

. certain of the Gates Primary Reading Tests, seven of them also taking the
A4vanced 1.-`eimary Tests' because of perfect scores on the first tests. Later, the
ste procedures used in New York brought to light .180 out of 4,465 children,
four percent of the group, who successfully identified a minimum of 18 words.
Of these,children 157 were able to score on the Gates Primary:Tests. Durkin's
evidence from the tests and from interviews with parents regarding, the
motivation and help the children had received caused her to arrive at' some .

generalizations in answers to her question, "How do children learn to read at
home?" -

The first and most important of lese -findings was that the:approach Used by
children was what tend to call a. language arts approach. Because the
Mit evidence-of interest Shown. by these children was interest Ifs learning to
print and 0 spell, she dubbed the 'children "`pencil and paper kith." Their
learning sequence.moved .horn scribbling and drawing, to (b),, copying .

Objects and letters of the alphabet, to (c) -questions about spelling, to (d) ability- .
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to read." Because of their interest in printing the children asked many questions
_about spelling, beginning with interest in spelling and writing their own names.

Sometimes this interest caused a parent or an older sibling to give attention to
sounds of letters,_ a procedure that was productive with some children but not
with others. Some Caf the children had indulged ih what might bkcalled "inclrest
binges," following an interest for long periods of time before abruptly
discarding it. This, Durkin reminds, is in striking' contrast to school programs
that assume a short attention span.

A frequent source of_interest in -ViOrd'S enjoyment of stories read and
reread by,parent or sibling. Children would ask "Where does it say that?" or.
"What's that word?" Some children insisted on turning the pages as they
listened to a familiar story. The initiative and persistence children showed in
doing and learning what they wanted to do and learn is again a sharp contrast
to the teacher-dominated activities found in many first grade reading programs.
A number of the children had been inspired to leant to read by the interest of
an older sibling, more often a sister'than a brother, and q playing school with
older children. .

VI of Durkin's findings need to be considered very thoughtfully by teachers
of beginning reading. What these early readers did as they learned to read was
very different from what takes place in many primary classrooms. The children
took the initiative, they were the doers, utilizing thehelp of others when and as
they were ready for it and wanted it. They determined the time, the duration,
the sequence of their learning. They chose the material, the content for their

, learning, whether television advertising, supermarket labels, roadside signs, the
writing of their own names, the stories in a storybook, or the pages of their
sister's reader. They reached out for or accepted what they wanted and ignored

'the possibilities that did not suit them. A child who could read helped one who
could not.. Talking, listening, writing and dreading were closely interwoven in
proportion's which suited the child's interest and need at the moment.

Again; one pust be realistic. In each instance, here was a single child living
and learning in a situation in which he was responded to as an individual by
people who were interested in him, in his interests and his growth and
development. A first grade teacher, on the other hand, may have twenty-five
children if her ichoof system is an enlightened one and can manage financially to
provide her with a reasonable, aching load. lucre are, unfortunately, all too
many schools in which first grade teachers have far too many children to permit
the kind, of attention to individukt children which makes Sense in the light of
today's knowledge of the wide', di

competencies,
erences in children's backgrounds,' in: their'

language competencies, and in ihei terest in teaming to read. Incredible as it
may seem, one finds even today occasional school system that expends
money and effort on rensedi4 readingsviihout putting forth even equivalent
effort to make it possible for the teachet c' beginners to meet. the needs of
individual children in order to prevent . ..:Jing, problems that undermine a
child's self-concept and his ability to learn.

Some Questions for Tenders To Ponder

Are there ways in which the school experience of a child learning to read can
be made to approximate more closely the experience of the child who learns to
read before he comes to school? Is it possible to set up a learning environment
in a first grade classroom which makes the ability to read so desirable that
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children covet it for themselves? Is it posiible to use what the child brings of
language background as the starting point for his learning to read, actually to
glom the known to the unknown? Children come to Khoo' knowing many
wordi by ear, tongue and mind; learning to read is- learningto know their by
eye. Children have learned how to learn what they need and want to learn and
to do it independently, effectively and expeditiously. If they want to learn to
read they put forth the required effort to achieve their goal.

Perhaps all of these, questions and their implications can be reduced to one
all-important question, theone with which this article began: Can the emphasis
in.reading be placed on children's learning to read rather than on the teacher's
-teaching-of reading?

Teachers 'in many of the primary schools of England are working intensively
'and 'Creatively on the probleni of turning classrooms into workshops and studios
where active children working individually or helping each other in a variety of
ways assume a large measure of responsibility. for their own learning.. This
author'in visits to classrooms in nearly. forty English schools found the comment .
most frequently addressed by teachers to children, "Very good: Carry on!" And
the children did carry on thoughtfully, responsibly and pridefully:

In the United States, great emphasis has recently been placed by curriculum
makers on discovery and explOration as methods of leaniing, especially in
Science and mathematics. Very little of this emphasii has yet found, its way into
the field of reading. Is there. a. place for it? Preschool' children who learned to
read appear to have taken the initiative, and done their -own selecting of

_material and their own pacing. Is it possible for a, teacher with a roomful of
children to encourage - them in more of it and -guide them in their' efforts? It
Seems 'almost a truism that what we.deeply want for children we find a way to
give them in some measure.

Some Established Methods of Teaching Reading

Part I of this bulletin makes clear the fact that there are matiy.wayi to teach
reading. Some of these are widely used and some found only occasionally.
Every method has its ardent advocates and often its equally zealous detractors.:
Some methods find favor. and are used by manYschools over a long period of
time with periodic internal revisions and improvements.' Some burst forth and
are enthusiasfically picked up by. groups here and there but tend to .disappear
. after a time. Without the interest and approval of at least a few' respected .

.educators, no Method gains wide acceptance nor docs it last. very long.
Basal reading schemes have held the stage in the schools of.the United States

for thirty years or more. While .there are some differences in the content of
basal reader series and slight differences in the 'Sequence of skill development
and methodology,,,all of the series tend to fit a description 'offered by Sheldon.
He *says that basal reading programs are concerned with the . development of
those fundamental ,habits, attitudei and skills essential. to effective silent and
oral. reading and that the programs rest on the assumption that the skills which
are essential .to such effective reading are known. He further. holds that these .

,funclitnental skills are of such nature that_ a series' of books, workbooks and:
manuali which present these skills in sequential. order is necessary. to their.
development. Proponents of basal methods maintain that an adequate basal
reading program provides the requisitei.of-successful.growth in comprehension,
interpretation, and all aspects of mature reading (10, p: 28). The rationale of



the basal reading approach appears to rest partly on research, partly on
experience, and partly on belief. All basal reading apprOachis tend to be
eclectic, emphasizing meaning but giving attention in 'varying amounts and at
various points to phonics and other word recognition and comprehension skills.

Basal reading has become the norm from which new approaches deviate. All
1

new apptoaches are_ continuously compaied with it through observation,
through testing or through some form of controlled research. .

One after another, various phonic approaches to reading have kept appearing
for more than a century. Horace Mann alluded to the problem. in 1837. Though
all basal reader systems utilize phonics to a greater or lesser extent, some of the
bitter critics of current basal reader programs accuse theni of Utilizing only, or
mainly, "sight words methods which require children to learn words One at a .

time and encourage them to guess, rather than systeniatically decode words. The
criticism was especially hot and 'pointed" after the.appearance of Rudolf Flesch's
Why Johnny Can't .Read. (5); it was .rekindled Sputnik and is now fanned
anew by Jeanne Chall's valuable but provocative book, Learning To Read. the .
Great Debate (2). The concern of some is(So great that. the editor of the .
Bulletin of the Council of Basic Education haigone so far as to state:*

It seems to us that anyone who suggests' even byinditection, that
the present reading controversy does not involve fUndathental
issues- Nit merely .a. reflection of temPera7ntal- differences be-

. tween reading theorists,. misreads the true' ature of the Ccintro-
versy. There is a real war on in reading, and for the future of
American Education it. is important that the \i0ght side win.

Such vehement espousal of phonics mithodS and die almost unlimited number
which have appeared:Of phonics systems and reading systems that place heavy
emphasis on phonics disturb teachers and others who are convinced that
learning to read should be for children a meaningful and enjoyable experiente.
They are convinced .that an exclusive or heavy emphasis on code-breaking is..
demanding of children an initial period of hard work which can be meaningless.
drudgery to them and may color very unfavorably their attitude toward the
ultimate goal of reading, which is to make 'of every child a self-motivated
reader.*

Phonics methods 'are. not the only methods to 'place heavy emphasis on
helping the child to break the code of English .reading. The Initial Teaching
Alphabet is designed for this purpose and so are the various -litigttistics
approaches. Two other methods described in Part I are basically phonics and fit
into the Code:emphasis group, Words in Color and Programed Instruction With
Reading Material. All basal 'reader'. approaches are designed to teach children . ,

ultimately how to decode words; but the critics are convinced that the vial is
achieVed too slowly, and too ineffeetively with permanent harm to some
children. Newer editions of some basal series' are adding more phonics, some of
it earlier, and all of them.are makingWhat they do with phonics stand out more :
clearly:.
,

New ApproachesBy Whom' and Why

Good teachers are never content with their teaching but always on the alert
.for better ways of teaching all children and for guidance and concrete help with
meeting the needs of individual children who for one reason or another have
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difficulty with reading. Scholars and otheti .froin fields outside of the reading
domain are alio discontent with reading and some of them are convinced that
they have ideas and can produce material that will improve the teaching of
pending. : . """. .

It is interesting to note the major proponents of some of the methods
described in Part I. While a language-experience approach is not new, the

. major instigator of . the preient widespread iinterest in it is a curriculum
specialist, Roach Van Allen, who began exploring with teachers in San Diego
County the possibilities he saw in beginning work in reading by utilizing the
children's _own interest in creative expression !through arts and language. Sir
James Pitman, a publisher and-rifernber 'of :the:British:Parliament,: devised his
bitiarTeathing. Alphabet to make reading easier for beginners by providing
them with one symbol for one sound,. a one4oi:One relationship, until they have
learned to read: The linguistic approaches on the market all stem from the
work of Leonard Bloomfield, a linguitt and scholar who served.tm the faCulty of
Yale .University. The major linguist to prepare matetiali for teaching was
Charles C.. Fries, a _distinguished authority. on American English. Words in
Color is the prodUctof Caleb Cattegno who is; even more widely known for his
work in the teaching of modern mathematics than in reading. The initiator of
the emphasis on Programed Reading was a :listinguished psychologist, B.. F.-
Skinner.. Much of the work and study that has led to-special attention to the .

needi of disadvantaged children in.urban centers is the work of sociologists, not
educators, though peOple in 'reading have attempted to adapt. existing material
and create new. material for use in teaching these children. The talking
typewriter is again the Work of a psychologist and the computer material the
product of specialists in computer prograrningi..

While all.Of these "outsiders" have been working intently to;find better ways
to teach children to read, many of the leaders in the field of reading and most
teachers have continued to give their allegiance to basal reading plans. To be
sure, basal reading methods have been successful in teaching many children to
read, perhaps the great majority of them, but all too many children have failed
to achieve in line with their.ability to learn in other .areas and a .tragic number
of .childrea have failed 'almost completely. ;Proof of this ".failure !lei' in the
present. emphasis on the training of more and more remedial reading teachers_
and direCtors of reading. Outsiders recognizzl, the tenacity, of the adherence to
the basal reader concept and are. convinced that there must be. wayi to teach
reading: which would make so. much of remedying unnecessary. They also
deplore "the willingness of some of the leaders in. the field . of reading to Maki

'teachers :docile ifollowers of a prescribed method. instead of creative teachers
who work independently to meet the needs Of each individual child through
Methods suitable for tirn..

The Cyclical Recurrence of Ideas

It is 'true that there are.. Iiiitorical cycles of some approaches to reading
methods. New ideas come to attention, are tried by a few venturesome people .
And recede into obscurity, only to recur. after 1 time as new ideas with new and
ardent proponents. Why? There may be several reasons 'for this phenomenon.
The fact that such' ideas as a modified alphabet for beginnetsra reading system
based"On -the nature of the language,. more attention to cede-breaking or more
emphasis on individual differences in learning techniques. keep Coining to



surface tench to mean that there is basic value in them; This potential value
needs to be given thorough and sympathetic attention, time to germinate and
grow;\opportunity to be tried out in a variety of ways by teachers of differing
talents' and points of view and with children of different learning abilities and
patterns, time for methodology to be explored; and thorough and impartial
evaluation over an extended periOd of time.

More often than not, however, an innovative proposal for the teaching of
reading is compared .immediately with established basic methods:before the new
possibility hai had time to grow and take on shape and before teachers have
had opportunity to try it out in their own individual ways with the children in
their classes:, TeacherA -who has known little or nothing about -the-new--
possibility and has had no opportunity to explore it is asked to try the new idea
for the year while Teacher_B continues her mal teaching as a control. The
classes of both teachers are then tested and the results-comparedit is almost
like comparing the success of a mature, est blist:ed.man with that °fait young
boy who shows promise but needs time to grow. If the experimental program
shows superior results, these are often, attributed to the so-called Hawthorne
effect of novelty and special attention. If results of both experithental and
control groups are similar, teaching returns to its established pattern unleis the
teacher persists in giving it further itterition:.If the scores of the experimental
group are poorer than those of the control group, the new possibility is usually
discarded, and teaching goes on as 17efore. The innovative:idea digappears from
sight, only to' be conceived anew at a later time and perhaps on a higher or
more practical level by another person dissatisfied with the teaching of reading.

Research Which Compares Methods

Any survey of research in the field of reading reveals .,a large number of
studies that compare the results' obtained by one method of teaching reading,
with results obtained by a contrasting method. The most outstanding" exarnple
of thii is the .program financed by the United States Office of Education; which
compared methods through twenty-seven separate studies in as many cities, a
program that cost American taxpayers more than a million dollars. A few of
the .advisors whoa prayed the over-all project' for the Office of Eduction
appeared to be mot ated by the hope that the research would indicate which
method or method are Most successful in teaching children to read. The studies

; were carried on in erent localitiei across the country and represented a good
geographic distributio . Each study was concerned with a different problem,
and -the directors of the projects were for. the most part college professors'or
authors of basic reading series. These studies done in the 1964-65 school year
all used the same pretesti and pOst-tests but each contained uncontrolled
variables such as the amount of time spent on reading and the background and
basic competence of the teachers.

Much of this was what:Chall has accurately called comparing one ill-detined
method ,with another ill-defined method. Methods that were giVen the same
label differed.. considerably from one 'another. Stauffer states, -"One is led to
believe .that', the Hawthorne effect was operating because in almost every
instance the experimental populations made significantly greater gains than the'
control populations . . . . In almost every. instance- in which. the basic reader
approach was compared with some other approach, the basic reader came out
second best!' (12, p.v;vi) Fourteen of the studies were later extended through,:



the second and third grad= with no outstanding changes in comparative results.
Two generalizations can safely be- drawn from this, the most extensive

comparative study of reading methods ever undertaken: ( I ) It is impossible to
meet the needs of all children' by, any one, method, ancL (2) the most important
element in any reading-program is the teacher, not 'the. method. A -.further
generalization can reasonably be added. Since it appear that the Hawthorne

xperimental groups,
eir own based on
f action research
own with basal. -

eschools the

'effect was coupled with the significant gains made by the
.teachers should be strongly' encouraged to .try methods of
their study of the children in their own 'groups, to' do bits
rather than to follow slavishly the manuals and guides' laid
reading 'systems. If- these- comnion-Sense-findings_ bear.fruit in
cost of the research. in money and effort were not wasted.

. A further comment by Stauffer is important to Consider in' thi connection.
"No single approach in these lwenty-seven studies has overcome .individual

, p. vii).
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differences or eliminated reading disability at.the first grade level." (
The data analysis carried by Bond and Dykstra at the ,Coordinating
the studies indicated that certain combinations 'of approaches proye
effective in teaching reading than a single specified method in .isolation \This
makes sense in the light of other conclusions that such pupil characteritti s as
auditory perception, visual perception, intelligence, preschool .experience With
print (presumably with books, stories, teleViiion, signs; and labels and the, like),

' cultural opportunities and. English background are related to success in learning
to read (1, pp. 7 . & 8). These project directors. also concluded' that "a more
diagnostic approach to bothreadineskfor reading and the teachi g of reading' is
needed." . .

This research in no way diminishes the value of the Materi s .and methods .i
-the schools;are now using. It, does, indicate that more. work is needed to do. three

)1things: to continue to improve existing materials 'and methods; to explore and
expand 'newer materials and methods that showed up faverabl in the reading
studies; and to search' ever .more earnestly , for even better} 'materials ' and
methods that can be used to meet the Many and varied needs of individual
children in our schOols.

.COntribUtions from Allied Fields
. . .

..Evidence that children's needs cannot be met by strict adnerence to any
single prescribed 'method and battery of Materials comes from a number of..
fields that are increasingly recognized as allies of education. In a detailed' article :
in' the most recent yearbook on 'reading, Innovation 'and Change in Reading
Instruction*, Spache gives attention to..a long listbf studies in sociology, social
psychology, child development, linguistics, psYcholingUistics,.language develop- ..
merit, educational _ psychology, optometry and opthalmology and clinical psy-
chology, all .:' of which gave; some bearing on reading ( 11 ), The field of
neurology could well have been added, since, 4 number of neurologists have for
some time been concerned with problems of reading disability. !

This of new material related to-reading should not be oVerpowering to
classroom teachers 'If they will remember their own special assets. American
elementary, schOol 'teachers of children as a group are more highly educated
than almost any other teachers in the world: Four or five years beyond high .-

,'schocil as preparation for primary school teaching is unheard of in many
National Society for 'the, Study of Education, 1968. .
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countries: Our' teachers. have studied child development, the psychology of
learning, children's literature, the language arts and methods of teaching

-reading. They have not always had adequate help to Undeutand the application
of what the have llarned to the needs of children and the educative process,
but many of them have made their, own skillful applications. Teachers as well as
principals, sUpervisors and curriculum directors, need to read widely in the
journals that provide special help in keeping up to date in this field in-order to
apply the best of what is known in meeting the needs of the. children for whom
they are responsible:

What, Then, Can Be Said of Method?

Since the child's language is an important part of the 'teacher's working
'material, two values can be had simUltanenusly the teacher' will encourage
each child to 'talk freely and utilize- the i!.erests that 'come to light and some of
the talk as the first material for reading...' language. approach to reading can be
the first step toward any method or material the teacher wants to use oz is
required to use liter on. Children enjoy drawing and painting_pletures. Often
they can be encouraged to tell about them. If a child says,:=t-This,is,my dad. He

. is washing, the car," the teacher writes, the legend under the-child's- fkicture. If
the child says,.'Here my dog. He beS my friend. He. go he house," the teither
writes that,itoo..At this stage it is iinpOrtant for the child 'to learn, that reading

-.Material Staril in the head of someone who puts ,it into woids -which are-then
represented by black marks on a page or white marks on 'a chalkboard. This
material read back lays just what its creator wanted it to say. Teachers in
England tend to start this way in many. schools. One of Her Majesty's
supervisori cautioned teachers"No child should be given a printed book until
he has made at least one little book of his own and a late developer. .should
probably make five or six little books of his own before being given a printed
book." .

A language approach to reading is the kind used by the presChool child who
learns to read' at hoine through his own curiosity and interest. Its values lie in
the fact that it takes the child where he is and helps him link the known to the
unknovin in language.

Starting with the child's own language enables the teacher to introduce.
reading, writing, spelling and composition in such manner that even young
Children can see their-value and interielatedness. In, these days of 'pressure to
teach more in every subject, any opportunity that a teaCher can find to teach
more than one. thing at a time is pure gold. Sortie of the available research on
bOth i/t/a and a language approach to reading indicates that the interest. jUid
skill children develop in writing constitute a valuable bonus for the rearing
program. The study of reading and writing. in UNESCO countries reported by
William S. Gray in 1956 made it clear that teaching 'reading and Writing in

'Anse: relationship is the usual pattern in the, countries of the world (7). We
alone tend to separate out the program for teaching reading, perhapi.. to its
detriment. At least :it seems clear that coMbining theni is helpful to many:
children who show evidence of dyslexia and other reading disability problems.

As a teacher studies her own group of childreniiir'id their responses and
needs, the should feel free to utiliie any aspect of Method or any Combination
of methods that seem to bring results.' It .is interesfing_to note. a: contrast in
teacher.response which visitors to English schools become aware of If one
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an American teacher ,:hat method .1...se to teach she is -very likely
to respOnd by naming a series of reading textbooks or individualized reading, a
linguistic approach, or some other recognized Method. A primary teacher in
England is more apt to say, "I use whatever seem_s to work with a child." It has
,become customary in many of our Schools to teach a system', a method. To'
reiterate the theme of this article, attention centered on children, not on a
teaching process may achieve bitter results.

Because -of the task- that society assigns to teachers and schools. methods of
teaching must forever be means to an end. Both research, and good judgment
indicate that there is nothingsacred about any method nor is any method a
panacea. A teaCher`s loyalty, therefore, cannot be to the integrity of. a method
or set of materials. Herloyalty must be to each child -in her class and her. effort

. must be-bent-in-every possible way to the meeting of his needi as hi learns to
read. The end to be sought is-always that ofhappy. confident children, not-only
learning to read `but' learning . to dove reading and to understand -what it
contributes to good living.
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